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In the King James Version done by the BEDE scholars
of England; and after the PAYNE DOCTRINES was accepted by the civilized world, ¿to no longer practice cannibalizìsm .35
part of a christian belief, the writtings of JEREMY BENTHAM, DAVID HUMEUESSAYS CONCERNING HUMAN
UNDERSTANDING), ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACEWÍALAYSIAN STUDIESl858, MIRACLES AND MODERN
SUPERSTITION;l875), TEILHARD de CHARDIN(THE PHENOMENON OF MAN) ;CHARLES DARWIN(ORíIC~1‘N OF
SPECIES)now opened these writtíngs to agreeewith BIBLE TEACHINGS by concocíng THE .THEORY OF NATURAL
SELECTION and THE SURVIVAL OE THE FITTEST, which iS the doctrine Of WHITE SUPREMACY that all present
christians believe in ít's doctrine
and 'this doctrine goes as follows=
To prove that Man is born of SATAN, an animal after all, his pretensions to reason delusory(a false, irrational, and persistent
belief). From this it follows that man has not' the right to claim the biosphere for his own.
The environmentalist movement of today follows straight
from this variant of Jesuit Theology, and JULAIN IIUXLEY'S theory and viewpoint identifing that;Chrístianity and Evolution
are identical.
This reference can be found in The NEW DARK AGES Conspira
White, p.260.
Following this viewpoint, it' s success depended on how well prior world history could be wiped off the face of the
Earth.
The, Inquisition was highly successful in wiping out all
languages, schools,and sciences of this prior period in world history. The only problem left, was to destory all peoples that
remembered this period in time. It took only 32 years to kill lOO million Indians that knew about this period of time due to
treaties.
All that was now left , was to rewrite world history for
the rest of the world to believe and uphold.
This was done by an Orfganíàation, that the Present as wel
as the old world have no evidence or references ever existed

